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APT 7: ALL OR ANYTHING AT ALL 
 
 
 
 
 
The curation of art is difficult. There are always choices to be made, positions to be 
defended. There are always works to be left out – for taste, for lack of room, because 
they cannot be obtained.  For many years, state galleries – like the Queensland Art 
Gallery – arranged their collections of Australian art to follow the succession of 
overseas art movements, moving from Realism, through Impressionism, Cubism, 
Surrealism, Abstraction, Pop and on to Post-Modernism. Each represented style here 
took place some 10 years later than the overseas original and hopefully evidenced 
some nationalisation of the imported style. Then about 20 years ago – I remember it 
occurring most clearly at the National Gallery of Victoria with the installation of 
Destiny Deacon’s Eva Johnson (1994) next to its colonial prototype – galleries started 
revising Australian art history, seeking somehow to criticise the works in their 
collections for assumptions they no longer shared. Or – again, I remember it most 
clearly at the Queensland Art Gallery with a wall of works by Vida Lahey, AME Bale 
and Josephine Muntz Adams featuring women involved in domestic labour – the 
galleries not only included work by women, but attempted to make the point that this 
kind of work had previously been excluded. Or, finally, about 10 years ago – I first 
remember this at the Art Gallery of South Australia, but also at the Queensland Art 
Gallery with its superb collection of John Peter Russells – a new hang of the 
collection would often feature a wall or even a room devoted to the Australian 
expatriates, showing that Australian art did not always take place 10 years later than 
in Europe and did not always take place here. 
 
All of these “revisions”, however, proceed within an overall idea of modernism and a 
national art. They might criticise modernism, but they still assume its stylistic 
progression. They might contest or seek to widen the existing nationalist narrative, but 
there is still a narrative to contest. Works like Deacon’s Eva Johnson or women artists 
or expatriates are included, but confined to “breakout” walls or rooms, as though 
additions or complements to the usual story. Indeed, the very identification or 
highlighting of these amendments tells us that their effects are meant to be confined. 
Their very “criticality” reveals that they are not really intended to replace the 
paradigm they are arguing against. They want it only to be more “inclusive”, more 
“representative”, more “responsive” to present-day concerns and circumstances. And 
museums in this set-up still exercise the fundamental role of selection and curation 
according to the prevailing standards, even if contested, of aesthetics and social 
inclusivity, thus reconciling – the de facto task of all museums today – the problem of 
finding at once the best and most representative of art works. 
 
Contemporary art, however, is an entirely different matter. Let us take the one 
defining quality of contemporary art, according to one recent account: the fact that it 
is contemporary. That it is taking place now, at the same time, everywhere. It is a 
radical tautology, at once all-inclusive and empty, in which it is by its absolute lack of 
qualities (whether aesthetic or sociological) that we define contemporary art, and 
according to which we are precisely not allowed to define the art. Contemporary art is 
by definition self-evident, offers proof only of itself: the very fact that it exists, that it 
is made now, is its essential quality. But perhaps this notion of contemporary is not as 
ecumenical, as all-inclusive, as at first appears. For, in fact, not all art today is 
contemporary. What is excluded, what is not contemporary – to complete the 
tautology – is that which is not contemporary, that is historical, that is associated with 
the modernist progression of styles or any revision of these. What is not allowed in 
contemporary art is any attempt to engage with artistic style, which is always a kind 
of history or mediation. Contemporary art accordingly has no style, form or medium. 
All of these, insofar as they are constitutive, in any way the subject of the work, imply 
a historical perspective, raise the possibility of taste or comparison, and thus mean 
that the work cannot occur in exactly the same way at the same time.  
 
*          *          * 
 
The art of the Asia Pacific Triennial is par excellence contemporary. The first thing it 
makes clear to us – in its overwhelming quantity and its breaking with the familiar 
Euro-American names and places – is that art is currently taking place everywhere. 
Art is at this moment being made by everyone all over the world. Our initial 
impression upon seeing any APT at the new Gallery of Modern Art is almost one of 
the sublime. The sublime in the strict philosophical sense of being imaginatively 
overwhelmed, of failing to make sense of things. It is art in its unmediated condition, 
unfettered by style, by history, by nation, by art we are almost tempted to say. The 
work strikes us in its irrefutable self-evidence: the fact, before anything else, it is there 
as proof that it exists. There is no narrative we can see carried on by this work, no 
story it can be used to tell. There is no tendency from year to year, no place it appears 
to come from more than any other. It occurs all at the same time without any work 
talking to any other, without any meaningful relationship between the works. Each 
work is an argument only for itself and not for anything else. Each work is sui 
generis, unique, incomparable, one-off, a monster. 
 
No wonder the APT is such a fascinating curatorial and museological problem. We 
can read repeated explanations by its various curators and directors that the show is 
“experimental” or even “provisional”. Stripped of the rhetoric of avant-gardism – 
there is no progress here, no lesson to be learnt – they are right. Each successive APT 
is an attempt somehow to think the phenomenon the show has unleashed, to attempt 
to apply conventional museological criteria to it. The first APT in 1993 sought to 
order the show in geographical terms with the artists classified via regions (South East 
Asia, East Asia, the Pacific). The fourth APT in 2002 sought to historicise the art by 
emphasising its masters (Yayoi Kusama, Lee-U-Fan and Nam June Paik). The fifth 
APT in 2006 emphasised the art of China with such artists as Ai Wei Wei and Yang 
Zhenzhong. And this was a pattern repeated in the following APT in 2009, which 
concentrated on the art of Iran, and is continued in the current one, which pays special 
attention to the art of Papua New Guinea and the Pacific. 
 
But each of these strategies fails, and in a sense betrays the fundamental experience of 
the art by trying to select between it. And the show even knows this because, 
accompanying and in a way contradicting these shifting curatorial strategies, there is 
one tendency that is undeniable: the show is getting bigger. APT 2 in 1996, which 
was held only in the old Queensland Art Gallery, featured some 143 works by 62 
artists. APT 6 in 2009, which was held in the new Gallery of Modern Art, featured 
some 313 works by 100 artists. And this APT, which is held across both the QAG and 
GoMA, is billed as featuring a presumably as yet uncounted number of works by 
some 140 artists. That is to say, we are witnessing a principle of radical non-
selectivity, an inability to choose, a desire to have it all, which is indeed the only 
possible principle produced by bringing the work together like this. Again, there is no 
tendency, no history, not even the speaking of works to each other across the spaces 
of the gallery, but only the sheer experience of numerical infinity, something like a 
mathematical sublime that goes beyond any principle or measure. The sole motivating 
principle of the contemporary art exhibition – like the skyscraper – is scale. Bigger 
literally is better, is more contemporary, is more evidence of the contemporary, for 
scale is how the contemporary evidences itself. 
 
It’s undoubtedly for all of these reasons that video is the contemporary art medium of 
choice. Great modernist critics like Michael Fried in his Four Honest Outlaws and 
Rosalind Krauss in her critique of the “post-medium condition” attempt to make the 
medium, even in contemporary art, reflective or refractive, something that comes 
between the work of art and its spectator. But contemporary art is not at all like this. 
In a way that is yet to be theorised, the content in contemporary art is entirely 
unmediated by any form or medium in which the work is expressed. (The models for 
contemporary art in this regard are religious icons and pornography.) This has the 
result that it finally does not matter what medium a particular work of art is in: 
painting, sculpture, film, video, performance, installation. But this is exactly why so 
much contemporary art is in video, which is fluid, weightless, endless, continuous. 
There is no “medium” in video in the sense of a history of comparative achievements 
or the making of its form the content of the work. Looking in APT 6 at Chen Qiulin’s 
Garden (2007) or Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba’s The Ground, the Root and the Air (2004-
7) on their high-tech screens or holes in the wall was like being in a cinema, but 
without its dark, its crowd, its air of attention and anticipation. It was a transparent, 
non-art experience, like watching a documentary or a news report or something on the 
children’s channel – anything, really, but a work of art.  
 
*          *          * 
 
But perhaps all this might be reversed, with a new curation and a new museology 
arising on the ruins of the old. For to say that contemporary art is contemporary is to 
make contemporary art allegorical of itself. And it is undoubtedly true that what we 
see in major exhibitions of contemporary art is an endless proliferation of the qualities 
that are said to define this art. The remarkable thing about contemporary art – and we 
suggest that this merits further study – is how it allows us to speak of anything, as 
long as it isn’t art. Just take the recent iterations of the Biennale of Sydney, each with 
its own bespoke curator and curatorial theme: Revolutions: Forms that Turn by 
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev (2008), The Beauty of Distance by David Elliott (2010) 
and All our Relations by Catherine de Zegler and Gerald McMaster (2012). In a way 
it is the lack of any inner content of the art makes it available to all of these rhetorical 
opportunities. It is the necessary correlate of the fact that the contemporary work of 
art – which possesses no medium, no taste, no history to constrain it – is endlessly 
comparable. We can see this, for example, in the infamous “décor” hang at London’s 
Tate Modern, which instead of organising its collection of modern art by artist, 
medium or movement, has rooms dedicated to “states of flux”, “energy and process” 
and “setting the scene”, and which change continually according to curatorial whim. 
Indeed, it can almost appear that, instead of works of art being selected, what we have 
is data being endlessly cross-indexed or word-searched, as though assembled by 
Google. 
 
So too in this APT the theme – or at least one of the themes – is “temporary or 
ephemeral structures”. (This is in contrast to the previous APT, where the curatorial 
theme was “architecture”.) At the entrance of GoMA we have a ceremonial house 
hung with paintings on shields by tribesmen of the East Sepik River in Papua New 
Guinea. In a similar vein, running down the high central vestibule of the Gallery, we 
have “Papua New Guinea Pacific Structures”, which features shark headdresses by 
Arapesh-language group Alex Gabour. New Zealand artist Richard Maloy builds a 
huge “green structure” out of cardboard boxes that will block the view from a second 
storey window of the Gallery that usually looks over the Brisbane River, and 
Vietnamese artist Manh Hung Nguyen builds a tottering “vertical village” out of 
wood that alludes to the crowded living conditions in many South-East Asian cities. 
(In the previous APT, there was a work by Chen, Xinshong Town (2009), that made a 
similar point.) The Japanese artist Takahiro Iwasaki carves a floating palace out of 
cypress, split horizontally in two as though it is reflected in water. Indian artist Atul 
Dodiya constructs memory cabinets out of tea chests, featuring personal mementos 
and photographs of well-known heroes and villains of Indian history. Finally, in a 
more Pop idiom, Japanese collective Paramodel builds sinuous sculptures out of 
household water pipes and makes winding wall patterns out of plastic railway tracks, 
in a work that is sure to be a hit in the inevitable children’s version. 
 
But this idea of “temporary structures” can be seen to apply too to such works as 
Taiwanese artist Goang-Ming Yuan’s three-track video Disappearing Landscape 
(2011), which attempts to speak of memory by following water flowing down a drain, 
Malaysian artist Thai Meng Phuan’s The Road to… (2009), in which a meticulous 
photo-realist painting of an anonymous concrete overpass is sliced with a penknife to 
make it look as if it is collapsing, and even Jordanian-born Oraib Toukan’s The Equity 
is in the Circle (Reworking Ammar) (2007-9), in which the artist devises a series of 
imaginary ads as though he were offering for lease parts of the Middle East. Even, 
finally, Indigenous artist Shirley McNamara’s woven spinifex bush shelters and the 
various archive projects by Herman Chong, Hong Kong’s Map Office and the Indian 
RAQs Media Collective could be considered in this light. The real point is – and this 
is not intended as a criticism – not that the category offers no insight into the work, 
but that it offers no more or less insight than any number of others. The enigmatic 
status of contemporary art is that it seems to be about everything – and about 
everything at once. It is not that we cannot collect the work around a particular theme, 
but that we can collect the work around any theme – any theme, that is, that is 
contemporary. It can’t have anything to do with medium, style, history, any grouping 
that might put one work before another or place one work above or below another. 
We can only select work, that is, on the principle we are not really selecting it, but 
taking only a momentary sample, a representation that necessarily implies others, and 
which turns the museum and any collection – to complete the circle or tautology – 
into a merely “temporary structure”. 
 
There are all kinds of other “structures” that the show can be understood to organise 
itself around, all in various ways common tropes of contemporary art. The first is so-
called participatory aesthetics. The Gallery is inviting the prominent British theorist of 
participatory aesthetics Claire Bishop to give an address on the opening weekend 
(although her latest book, Artificial Hells, is in fact a vitriolic attack on much of the 
art for its neo-liberal political agenda). And works in the show that can be understood 
to fall within the category include Malaysian Roslisham Ismail’s The Langkasuka 
Project (2012), in which different generations of Malaysian women help to produce a 
cookbook, and Indonesia’s Ruangrupa, a rock band that first took life through fake 
album covers and band posters but that now plays live. Another possible theme for the 
show is so-called superfiction, in which artists try to have taken for real plots and 
conspiracies of their own devising. We can see this, for instance, in Indonesian 
collective Tromorama’s subtly defaced banknotes, which are meant to return to 
circulation, and Matt Hunkin and Teresa Teaiwa’s Disarmed (2012), which is an 
attempt to imagine an archive of Pacific art that does not yet exist and that in some 
ways can be understood as the doppelgänger to the recently published Thames & 
Hudson superbook Art in Oceania. We could even speak here of the possible theme of 
history. But the notion of history has to be thought through very carefully in 
contemporary art. Precisely because everything in contemporary art is present, we do 
not have history as revisionism – art as the reinterpretation of past events, intervening 
in their reception as though they are over – but history as historical performance or re-
enactment, as though the events in question have not yet ended. We can see this in 
two defining contemporary “history” works: the Chinese Long March Project (2002-
5), which re-enacts Mao’s famous “Long March” and concludes with one its 
participants getting a tattoo of the March on his back, and Jeremy Deller’s The Battle 
of Orgreave (2001), which restages the extremely divisive British Miners’ Strike of 
1984 with many of its original participants but without drawing any conclusion. And 
here in this show we would draw a distinction between such works as Michael Cook’s 
remaking of old photographs to put Aborigines in the position of the colonisers and 
Samoan Greg Semu’s reholding of Leonardo’s Last Supper as a “cannibal” feast, 
which in a way are not contemporary, and Egyptian Wael Shawky’s reimagining of 
the Crusades as though they were a televised spectacle and the Iranian-Polish 
collective Slavs and Tatars’ retraversing of the famous Silk Road that connected East 
and West as though riding on a magic carpet. 
 
*          *          * 
 
For some years now, art historians have been trying to think the pre-history of 
contemporary art, how we got to where we are today. Sarah Wilson, who was recently 
here in Australia to give a talk on the Australian expatriate artist JW Power, has run a 
seminar for several years now at the Courtauld Institute with the title “Globalism 
before globalism”. The intention is to trace the gradually expanding phenomenon of 
immigrant and emigrant artists around the world. Here, for example, we might follow 
the increasing presence of Australian artists overseas and of artists from other 
countries throughout the 20th century. This genealogy would attempt to be more than 
a simple breakout wall or even room in an otherwise conventionally hung collection 
of Australian art. Rather we would reverse the perspective and instead of seeing the 
Australian expatriates as exceptional, we would see those who remained at home as 
the real aberrations. It would be a story told not as most histories of Australian art are 
from the inside out, but from the outside in. It would not look out at the rest of the 
world and ask how we are different, but look in from the rest of the world and ask 
how we are the same. It would be a history of Australian art not as apart from that of 
other countries – separated by time and space – but as part of that of other countries – 
absolutely contemporaneous and indistinguishable. So that it would be a matter of 
scattering not the expatriates amongst the natives in a national history, but the natives 
amongst the expatriates in an international history. 
 
This APT attempts to write something of this prehistory with the accompanying 
exhibition Ian Fairweather: Late Works 1953-74. Fairweather, of course, is 
increasingly becoming recognised as one of Australia’s most important artists, who 
after spending lengthy periods in China, Bali and Japan, managed to fuse this with an 
interest in Aboriginal art and a residual Cézannism to come up with his final mature 
style. What is produced is a synthesis of many seemingly incommensurate influences, 
almost like world music. (And for a true world art history, Fairweather as well as 
being Australian must also be understood as a kind of Scottish Gauguin.) But there 
does appear to be something truly “contemporary” about Fairweather’s work. Indeed, 
we see the same fusion of the indigenous and the international in much contemporary 
art. Here in this show, for instance, we have the Iranian-German Parastou Forouhar’s 
use of Farsi as the pattern for a wooden dancefloor, the Indian-UK Raqib Shaw’s 
gold-painted miniatures of ancient spirit creatures wearing runners and Indigenous 
artist Daniel Boyd’s rarrk-like latticework that also traces the movement of planets 
visible only through a telescope. The crucial fact here is that we don’t have, as in 
much post-colonial art, the attempt to “indigenise” the international style – that is, 
Forouhar does not “farsi-ise” dance, Raqib does not “mogul-ise” landscape or Boyd 
“rarrk-ise” abstraction. Rather, in contemporary art it is the reverse that occurs: the 
artist takes the indigenous outside of itself, presents it already as international and 
belonging to the rest of the world. In Australian art historiography, it is the difference 
between Albert Namatjira, who is seen to Aboriginalise Rex Battarbee’s watercolours, 
and Emily Kngwarreye, who is seen to make universal Utopia women’s body painting 
ceremonies. 
 
We must try to think through what is at stake in understanding Aboriginal art as 
“contemporary”, as one recent anthology of writings on the subject would have it. It 
involves giving up on all anthropological readings of the work (the anthology traces 
the shift from a first generation of interpreters with expert knowledge who see the 
work in these terms to later generations of art critics with no special knowledge and 
who on occasions are even proudly uninformed). It is to do away with the tribal 
context for the work – which was previously so determinative – or to argue that this 
context is from the beginning displaced or decontextualised. Now Aboriginal art, for 
better or worse – if we are able to cling to any historical perspective, we would say for 
better and worse – is open to any kind of reading, any kind of conceit, that cross-
indexing and googling that all contemporary art is available to. It is henceforth 
readable in any number of ways (and one of the surprising things about the anthology 
is just how “unspeculative” readings of Aboriginal art still are, but we would argue 
that with a younger generation of scholars this will start to happen): not just 
spirituality, the environment, law and cosmology, but science fiction, old age, cultural 
distinction, temporary structures, etc, etc. It is not at all inappropriate that the APT is 
accompanied this year by a season of Chinese animation at the GoMA cinemathèque, 
for the contemporary image is precisely “plastic”: endlessly mutable, lacking any 
particular form or medium and existing only through the concepts or interpretations 
applied to it. 
 
This is the antinomy of the contemporary art exhibition. On the one hand, there is in 
fact no basis for its curation. There is no positive centre from which the work comes, 
there is no tendency that is dominant, everything and everywhere is of equal interest 
and merit. And it is this that the exhibition must seek to capture: contemporary art’s 
all-inclusiveness, scale, unclassifiability and incomprehensibility. The only principle, 
the only selection allowed is that which does not allow selection, that which is 
contemporary in the sense of being post-stylistic, post-national and post-historical. 
And, on the other hand, as the necessary other side of this, freed from the usual 
categories of style, medium and judgement, there can be more and more arcane, 
esoteric, poetic, spectacular justifications – really, excuses – for exhibitions. Atempo. 
Days Like These. Destroy All Monsters. And even the exhibitions that notionally 
attempt a diagnosis of the contemporary situation – Altermodern, UnMonumental, 
Under the Big Black Sun – are now really only conceits, an extra poetic turn of the 
screw in pretending not to be poetic, the equivalent of curatorial sprezzatura. On the 
one hand, calling this show the Asia Pacific Triennial is enough. On the other, there is 
always a particular theme or explanation for the show that is forgotten or surpassed as 
soon as we step into the gallery. It is tempting to say that here with the APT we have a 
kind of laboratory or bellwether or canary down the mine for contemporary Australian 
art, except that as we say there are no lessons to be learnt, no rules to be applied, no 
kind of historical consciousness, memory or expertise that is of any use at all. 
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